Description: The comprehensive, step-by-step guide to successful financial modeling

Corporate and Project Finance Modeling offers anyone interested in creating, interpreting, and understanding financial models a comprehensive guidebook with real-world applications. Based on Edward Bodmer's years of experience creating, reviewing, and teaching corporate finance modeling, project finance modeling, acquisition modeling, and real estate modeling, this important text explains how to master difficult problems and build highly structured models from the ground up.

Step by step, this comprehensive guide shows how to create flexible, efficient, and stable model structures, and contains unique solutions that address complex issues. Filled with essential information and detailed techniques, Corporate and Project Finance Modeling offers those new to the subject as well as experienced professionals a guide for taking their skills to a higher level.

Included with the text is a website that offers a wealth of exercises, model examples, video explanations, and case studies. It contains hundreds of customized exercises, many corporate finance and acquisition model templates, and a number of featured example models of business enterprises from a wide variety of industries.

Using the examples and information presented in this text will help develop the skills for solving modeling problems and creating effective financial models.
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